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Town of Waldoboro 

Economic Development Committee Remote Meeting 

Tuesday, September 7, 2021 

 

1. Call to Order 

Attending members at 7:10 pm starting time: Jan Visser (Chair), Jen Merritt (no visual (Vice-Chair)), Robert (Bob) Butler, 

John Martins, George Seaver, and Max Johnstone (minutes). 

 

2. Minutes 

Jen-John motioned to accept the August 3, 2021 minutes. Motion approved 4-0-1 with Bob abstaining. 

 

3. Chair’s Report 

The Waldoboro Public Library has been preparing for the Great Arts for Great Reads auction. The auction starts September 

25 and will run for two weeks. All paintings are available for viewing at the library. Most paintings are from Maine artists. 

There are—at the time of the meeting—64 works of arts available. 

 

4. Town Updates (Max Johnstone) 

The Syncarpha solar project is completing their final conditions and are expected to start construction in the Fall. The 

decommissioning plan just needs to be approved as the last major hurdle.  

Max has also worked on looking at potential sewer expansion projects for an EDA project. These talks involved the former 

head of the Waldoboro Utility District, John Fancy, who is currently operating the Thomaston Utility District. John gave 

optimal feedback about potential ways to get utilities to the Industrial zones and along Route 1 at feasible prices. 

Max also mentioned that the AD Gray school is still being examined by Volunteers of America, who has their engineering 

team examining the building before they plot their route forward. George asked if there have been any negotiations; Max 

said none have occurred because the engineering report will be a determining factor for the work that is required. 

 

5. COVID-19 (John Martins) 

The Delta variant has made transmission rates high throughout the State. LincolnHealth has experienced 20-22 positive 

cases each week. Some of these cases are immune-compromised. MaineHealth encourages wearing masks indoor again 

due to these recent events. 

John also mentioned that Breakthrough cases (people who were fully vaccinated) make up 30% of the cases, but they do 

not result in being hospitalized. This rise has still resulted in emergency rooms being packed; however, no one has had to 

be turned away from the ER. This has only resulted in fewer nursing care beds. 

MaineHealth also is offering several jobs and are raising the starting wages. MaineHealth is also following the vaccine 

mandate. 

John encouraged people to watch an LCTV program that showed a MaineHealth family that lost their mother. This program 

is something that should emphasize to residents in the area that this pandemic has cost the lives of people we know.  

Jan asked what impact the schools will face; John predicts more school outbreaks in Lincoln County. Bob asked if there 

has been any indication of a more effective vaccine against the variants; John said Breakthrough cases are too small to 

confirm at this time. Bob asked if there is burnout in the facilities; John said it is apparent but the people working in 

MaineHealth know they serve and care for the community. 

 

6. Comprehensive Plan/ EDA 

Jan wanted to discuss EDA projects considering the America Rescue Plan Act funding that Max mentioned the previous 

month. Max said that the process to do so is one he can do as long as the Town can back a project and have a match 

before March.  

Bob thinks the Town should aim for a “build it and they will come” project that addresses what Waldoboro needs. Jen 

believes the project should examine the cost-benefits from the projects, and who the project will primarily benefit if it 
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happens. In examining the past projects (Village Project, Industrial Park Utilities, Route 1 Utility Expansion on a parallel 

local road, and workforce training), Jen suggested the Route 1 project since it has more spinoff potential whereas the 

other projects are more contained and focused on certain industries. Jen also thinks the utilities on Route 1 will results in 

more opportunities for workforce housing. George agrees the Route 1 Utility expansion should come before the Industrial 

Park since there needs to be a simple contained project that would yield high results. John believes the Committee should 

address what goal needs to be addressed by doing one of the projects. Bob suggested to see if any Preliminary Engineering 

Reports had already been done for the Route 1 expansion; Jen said one was discussed years ago on Route 1 near 

Manktown Road. 

Max provided a timeline for getting an EDA submitted for March. This includes getting a Preliminary Engineering Report 

done by a professional engineer, who would not be allowed to do the final designs (this is based on an EDA rule). Jan does 

not want Max to be delayed and encourages pursuing all actions relating to the build up of the project, and just present it 

what is found by the next meeting. 

 

7. ADJOURN 

Next Meeting is scheduled for October 5, 2021 at 7:00pm. 


